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OBJECTS RECOGNITION ON DYNAMIC BACKGROUND USING TWO-
DIMENSIONAL PREDICTION MODEL WITH QUADRATIC 

NONLINEARITY 
Method of objects recognition on dynamic background is researched in given work. Stochastic, linear and 

nonlinear prediction models are used for modelling of dynamic background as a signal that is changed in 
time and space. The best quality of object definition is received with help of simplified nonlinear model as a 
sum of linear and quadratic signal components. Influences of model order, supporting area size and 
threshold value on the signal object selection are researched.  
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Introduction 

Problem of objects determination and recognition on noise background requires the development 
of different methods and algorithms according to each specific case. In given work, the term 
dynamic background means the surface that is changing in time and space and characterized by 
some reiteration, for example a marine and river surfaces with waves. The task of foreign objects 
recognition on such surfaces is very important nowadays. It concerns custodial and rescue services, 
ecology and fauna monitoring. Since the marine surface is very large, it can be controlled with the 
help of technical resources. For this purpose it is necessary to detect and register foreign objects 
using the information systems on the basis of observation cameras and data processing facilities. 
Such difficulties as appearance of fuzzy edges and additional noises, loss of image quality or 
sharpness arise during the process of object recognition. That is why the necessity of new methods 
creation and old methods improvement becomes obvious.  

Analysis of last investigations 

The problem of object recognition familiar to such problems as defect identification, images 
correction and image edges determination [1]. Great quantities of publications are devoted to these 
themes, were application of different methods according to the images type are considered. The 
statistical analysis of image fragments and its mutual correlation for the detection of discontinuous 
variation of color and illumination are used for image edges determination [1-4]. A lot of methods 
are based on using mathematical models which create definite interaction among separate pixels 
and images fragments [5-11]. At the same time, the analogy between images dynamic and physical 
processes is used. For solution of some tasks the stochastic models are used [6], including models 
which are based on the Markoff process [8], fractal methods. Also for solving the tasks of object 
recognition it is necessary to use the different filtration methods, for example inverse or Wiener 
filtering [12,13]. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this article is to raise the accuracy of object recognition on noise background 
using models that represent background characteristics. 

Problem definition 

The analysis of image processing methods shows that objects recognition on noise background 
can be performed by creation of background image model. Using this model it is possible to delete 
background and to leave only those objects, which don’t satisfy the criterion of model quality. 
Reiteration is an important characteristic of dynamic background, so the two-dimensional 
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autoregressive model can be used as background image model. This model combines the dynamical 
characteristics, that’s why it can describe the characteristic oscillation spectrum of dynamic object, 
and stochastic properties, as it includes the innovation noise.  In image processing the two-
dimension linear autoregressive model is used as [9,10] 
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where  – image signal samples,  – linear prediction coefficients, j,iu n,ma ji,ε  – noise samples,  

– parameters which assign model order in  directions. Two-dimension second order of 
nonlinear autoregressive model is also used [6,10,11] 
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where  – coefficients and order of nonlinear constituent. MLb nm ,,,

The linear (1) and nonlinear (2) autoregression were researched for modeling of background as 
river water waves, that is presented on Fig. 1. The dispersion of the noise values ji,ε  was used as 
the model quality criterion and as criterion of required objects samples selection. The quality of 
models (1) and (2) was compared with stochastic background model. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Image fragment. 

Background models research 

Image is represented by three matrixes with size yx NN × , each matrix represents one color 
component. Fragment of image background without any foreign objects with size  is used as 
the basis for generation of background model. The required objects were determined by comparing 
of model and image. 

yx nn ×

The stochastic background model is represented by Gaussian noise with mean value  and 
dispersion 

m
σ  in base area. It is easy to evaluate the given parameters using the known methods 

[14]. Maximum signal deviation is σ2 , therefore as minimum threshold value for the object 
selection σ3  can be chosen. The algorithm of objects image creation is the following: 

03)( ,,,, ==σ>− jijijiji velseuvthenmuabsif ,  

where  - image matrix elements,  - objects matrix elements. Image processing result is 
represented on Fig. 2. Image matrixes size is 

jiu , jiv ,

600600× , base area size is . As it can be seen 8080×
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from Fig. 2, the given model has rather high level of error. This error can be reduced by increasing 
the threshold value, but as numerous experiments have shown the image of objects gets worse. 
Therefore, the stochastic model badly approximates background signal and can’t separate 
completely the required objects from background. The stochastic model can be improved by 
increasing basic area, but in this case the size and quality of required objects will be reduced.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Object recognition with the help of stochastic model 

 
Object recognition with the help of models (1) and (2) is performed in such a way. Background 

model, just as in the case of stochastic model, was created in the basic area with size yx nn × . The 
model order was determined with the help of method [15] by analysis of correlation characteristics 
of image signal in basic area separately in  directions. The model order is equal to 

. Parameters of nonlinear model order are . Parameters of linear (1) and 
nonlinear (2) autoregressive models were defined by least-squares method with using of 
pseudoinversion by singular decomposition [14].  Maximum error 

OY,OX
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maxε  and root mean square value 
of error σ were determined for each model on samples set of basic area.  

Parameters estimations of image signal were defined according to equations (1) and (2) 
separately for each color component. Image matrixes of required objects were created 
correspondingly to the following condition:  

0)~( ,,,,, ==ε>− jijijithrjiji velseuvthenuuabsif ,  

where j,iu~  – estimation of image elements, thrε  – threshold value. As threshold value maxε , 22σ  
and σ2  were used. 

As a result of computational actions it was determined that linear model approximates 
background signal with high accuracy (signal-to-noise ratio ), but it can’t define the 
difference between object and background. It can be explained that linear model is insensitive to 
signal displacement on constant value. But such signal displacement indicates the difference 
between object and background. Linear model allows only to determine the objects edges.  

dB100SNR >

Nonlinear model (2) approximates background signal with  and allows to 
recognize objects with low quality, as the stochastic model. Since the quality depends on the 
nonlinear constituent we can intensify it by using only the quadratic constituents with higher order. 
Such quadratic model can be represented as:  

dB70`SNR ≈
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Fig. 3. Object recognition with the help of quadratic model 

 
As the experiments showed, the quadratic model approximates background signal with accuracy 

of nonlinear model (2), but it gives better result on objects recognition. The result of application of 
quadratic model is represented on the Figure 3. As it can be seen from the Figure 3, big objects 
(leaves) and very small objects (distorted camera pixels) are accurately extracted.  

Conclusions 

Influence of model order, basic area size and threshold value on quality of object recognition 
were researched. According to realized experiments we can make the following conclusions:  

With reducing of quadratic model order or base area the sensitivity is increased, but at the same 
time the quality of objects image gets worse. In some cases the quality can be improved by 
filtration; 

With increasing of quadratic model order or basic area the sensitivity is reduced and it makes the 
edges of required object fuzzier; 

Best results were observed with threshold value 22σ . 
Application of stochastic, linear, nonlinear and quadratic models was researched in the given 

article. The research demonstrates that quadratic model (3) reflects the changes in signal dynamic in 
the best way. Method allows to obtain image with accurate verges and without edges fuzziness. 
Given model can be used for recognition of any size objects.  
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